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Abstract

The change in $n$-value and critical current with bending strain and the relation of $n$-value to critical current of bent-damaged Bi2223 composite tape were studied experimentally and analytically. The $n$-value of the bent-damaged Bi2223 filamentary composite tape decreased rather slightly with increasing bending strain and with decreasing critical current, in comparison with that of tension-damaged tape. To describe the experimental result of bent-damaged tape above, a damage evolution model was applied, in which the steep tensile strain-variation in the thickness direction, shape of the core in which superconducting filaments are bundled into and the damage strain parameters obtained from the analysis of the tensile stress-strain curve were incorporated. The measured change in $n$-value and critical current with bending strain and the relation of $n$-value to critical current under applied bending strain were described satisfactorily by the present approach.
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1. Introduction

(Bi,Pb)$_2$Sr$_2$Ca$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{10+\delta}$ (Bi2223) composite superconductor tapes have been developed for high in-field applications, such as magnets and motors [1]. They are subjected to stresses such as (a) residual stresses arising from the mismatch of the coefficient of thermal expansion among the constituents, (b) tensile and bending stresses during winding to make coils and (c) electro-magnetic (Lorentz) force in operation [2-4]. The brittle Bi2223 filaments that transport superconducting current are damaged when the subjected stresses are high. Accordingly, it is needed to clarify the influence of damage evolution on the superconducting property for reliability and safe design. Until now, it has been revealed that, once the applied strain exceeds the irreversible strain at which damage initiates, the critical current never returns to the original value even when the applied strain is released, while it returns reversibly when the applied strain is lower than the irreversible strain [1-26]. Such a feature has been observed commonly under tensile and bending strain-application. On the other hand, the damage initiation and evolution behavior under tensile strain is different from that under bending strain, as follows.

Under application of tensile strain ($\varepsilon_T$), the weaker filaments within the gauge length are cracked in the early stage, and then the stress concentration arising from the cracked filaments causes collective cracks (cracks composed of successively cracked filaments in a transverse cross-section [7, 27]), reducing critical current seriously. Under application of bending strain ($\varepsilon_B$), filament-cracking is caused also mainly by the tensile strain in the sample length direction but its extent is dependent on location in sample thickness direction [14-16, 24-26]. The strain of Bi2223 filament $\varepsilon_{Bi2223}$ in the sample length direction, induced by applied bending strain, varies steeply along the thickness direction; it is equal to the residual strain ($\varepsilon_r$) at the neutral axis and it increases and decreases with distance from the neutral axis in the tensile- and compressive sides, respectively. The filaments at the positions apart from the neutral axis are cracked severely, while those at the position near the neutral axis are less cracked.

Due to the difference in damage evolution between tensile ($\varepsilon_T$)- and bending ($\varepsilon_B$)-strain application, it is expected that the change in critical current and $n$-value with increasing applied strain and also the correlation of $n$-value to critical current are different. The aims of the present work are (i) to assure experimentally these expected features and (ii) to describe the experimental results under bending strain by modeling analysis from a viewpoint of damage evolution.
2. Experimental procedure

2.1 Sample

The multifilamentary Bi2223/Ag/Ag alloy composite tape, fabricated at Korea Electrotechnology Research Institute (KERI), was used as the sample. It contained 55 Bi2223 filaments. The thickness ($t$) and width ($W$) of the sample were 0.23 mm and 4.1 mm, respectively. The residual strain ($\varepsilon_r$) of Bi2223 filaments in this sample at room temperature has been estimated to be $-0.12\%$ with an X-ray diffraction method [15]. Also it has been shown that, under applied bending strain $\varepsilon_B$ up to $0.83\%$, damage occurs only in the tensile side [15, 25].

2.2. Procedure for measurement of critical current and $n$-value

As the damage behavior and hence critical current and $n$-value differ among test specimens [24, 25], many specimens are needed to extract the feature of the relation of $n$-value to critical current ($I_c$). In the present work, we used the test specimens with a configuration shown in Fig.1. Seven voltage probes were attached in a step of 1 cm in the test specimens with a length 6 cm. The $V$ (voltage)-$I$ (current) curve was measured for 6 sections (S1 to S6 in Fig.1) with a length $L=1$ cm. Two test-specimens were used in experiment. Thus for totally 12 sections, $I_c$- and $n$-values were measured at each bending strain $\varepsilon_B$ and the results were averaged for analysis.

Bending strain $\varepsilon_B$ was given at room temperature by pressing the test specimens with the upper GFRP (Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic) die to the lower one with the same curvature, similarly to the round robin test of VAMAS (Versailles project on advanced materials and standard)/TWA 16 (Technical working area 16, superconducting materials) [21]. Six pairs of dies with different curvatures were used and the specimens were bent by $\varepsilon_B=0, 0.19, 0.39, 0.52, 0.67$ and $0.83\%$. The specimens bent at room temperature were cooled down to 77K, at which $V-I$ curves were measured in a self magnetic field. The $V-I$ curve was approximated by

$$V=LE_c(I/I_c)^n$$

where $E_c(=1\ \mu V/cm)$ is the electric filed criterion for critical current. $n$-value in Eq.(1) was estimated for the range of $V/L=0.1$ to $10\ \mu V/cm$.

Also the specimens shown in Fig.1 were pulled in tension at 77K and the $V-I$ curves were measured at 77K for 12 sections. Due to the difference in damage behavior among sections, the strains of sections are different to each other but stress is common for all
sections. Due to this reason, stress is used instead of strain as a measure of applied mechanical condition. The tensile stress $\sigma_T$ was given stepwise to test specimens up to 137 MPa. The $I_c$ and $n$-values under applied tensile stress were estimated in the same manner as those under applied bending strain.

3. Measured critical current- and $n$-values, and correlation of $n$-value to critical current

Figure 2 shows the change in (a) critical current $I_c$ and (b) $n$-value with bending strain $\varepsilon_B$ up to 0.83%. The decrease in $n$-value (b) with increasing $\varepsilon_B$ is rather slight in comparison with that in critical current (a). Such a slight decrease in $n$-value with increasing $\varepsilon_B$ has been reported also for the different supplier’s Bi2223 composite tape [21]. Figure 3 shows the change in (a) critical current $I_c$ and (b) $n$-value with tensile stress $\sigma_T$. The decrease in $n$-value (b) with increasing tensile stress as well as that in critical current (a) is large above 120 MPa.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the relation of $n$-value to critical current $I_c$ measured under bending strain with that measured under tensile stress. The data under bending strain at $\varepsilon_B$=1.0% (open circles), measured for the same sample with the same procedure as in the present work, were taken from our former work [24]. The following features are read. (i) In the range of $I_c$ > 40 A, the decrease in $n$-value with decreasing $I_c$ under bending strain is small in comparison with that under tensile stress. (ii) When $I_c$ becomes lower than 40 A, the decrease in $n$-value with decreasing $I_c$ under bending strain becomes very sharp. The reason for this could be attributed to the damage evolution in the compression side [24]. Otto et al. [12] reported that the buckling of the filaments occurs under compressive stress and the plural filaments are damaged at the same time by the buckling. At high bending strain such as $\varepsilon_B$=1.0% for the present sample, when compressive side is damaged in addition to tensile side, $n$-value decreases seriously due to the buckling fracture.

As shown above, under tensile stress, $n$-value decreases significantly with decreasing $I_c$. In contrast, the slight decrease in $n$-value with increasing $\varepsilon_B$ up to 0.83 % and slight decrease in $n$-value with decreasing critical current up to $\varepsilon_B$=0.83 % are the features in the case of bending strain application. Such a feature could be described below, by modeling analysis.

4. Analysis of the experimental results by a damage evolution model under bending strain
4.1 Estimation of damage strain parameters $\varepsilon_{f,1}$ and $\varepsilon_{f,2}$ from tensile stress ($\sigma_T$) – strain ($\varepsilon_T$) curve at room temperature

In the present work, the specimens were bent at room temperature and were cooled down to 77 K at which critical current and $n$-value were measured. When the specimens are cooled to 77 K, compressive strain is added to the Bi2223 filaments in the current transport direction due to the higher coefficient of thermal expansion of metallic constituents of Ag and Ag alloy than that of Bi2223 filaments [13, 15, 17]. As the damage of filaments in the bent specimens is caused by the tensile strain in the current transport direction, the filaments have been damaged by the bending-induced tensile strain at room temperature. The additionally exerted compressive strain on filaments at 77 K due to cooling does not cause further damage. The damage of the filaments at room temperature is conserved at 77 K, and hence, the critical current at 77 K is determined by the damage at room temperature [15-17]. Due to this reason, the residual strain and the stress-strain curve at room temperature are used for analysis below.

As stated above, as bending strain was applied to specimens at room temperature, the damage was introduced at room temperature. Cracking of filaments is caused when the filament strain $\varepsilon_{Bi2223}$ in the longitudinal direction reaches its fracture strain. The $\varepsilon_{Bi2223}$ varies steeply in the sample thickness direction and hence the extent of damage is location-dependent, which is the cause of the slight decrease in $n$-value with decreasing $I_c$, as shown later in Subsection 4.4. In this subsection, we estimate two damage strain parameters from the tensile stress-strain curve at room temperature, for modeling the location-dependent damage extent under bending strain. One refers to the tensile strain at initiation of damage ($\sigma_{Bi2223}=\varepsilon_{f,1}$) and another to the tensile strain at which damage has occurred seriously ($\sigma_{Bi2223}=\varepsilon_{f,2}$). These parameters will be used in the modeling and calculation in the subsequent subsections.

It has been shown [5, 7, 13-16] that the tensile strain that causes cracking of the filaments is given by $\varepsilon_f-\varepsilon_r$ where $\varepsilon_f$ is the tensile fracture strain of the bare Bi2223 filament and $\varepsilon_r$ is the residual strain of the filaments in composite tape, arising during cooling down from heat-treatment- to room- temperature due to the difference in coefficient of thermal expansion among the constituents (Bi2223, Ag and Ag alloy) [13, 15, 17]. The residual strain $\varepsilon_r$ of the present sample at room temperature has been estimated to be $-0.12\%$ (compressive strain) with an X-ray diffraction method [15].

Under applied tensile strain (stress), the cracking occurs first in the weakest filament with the lowest $\varepsilon_f-\varepsilon_r$ value. Regarding the $\varepsilon_r$ ($-0.12\%$) to be common for all
filaments and noting the lowest intrinsic fracture strain \( \varepsilon_{f,1} \), we define the lowest \( \varepsilon - \varepsilon_r \) value as \( \varepsilon_{f,1} - \varepsilon_r \). This value corresponds to the irreversible strain under tension. Number of cracked filaments increases with increasing applied strain, leading to reduction in critical current. In the late stage, the surviving filaments that have high \( \varepsilon - \varepsilon_r \) values in the cross-section in which filaments are most severely cracked, are also cracked, resulting in almost zero critical current. We note such a high \( \varepsilon - \varepsilon_r \) value as \( \varepsilon_{f,2} - \varepsilon_r \). The values of \( \varepsilon_{f,1} - \varepsilon_r \) and \( \varepsilon_{f,2} - \varepsilon_r \) can be estimated from the tensile stress - strain curve by using the procedure in our preceding work [17], as follows.

Figure 5(a) shows the measured tensile stress (\( \sigma_T \))–strain (\( \varepsilon_T \)) curve of the sample at room temperature, which had been cooled down to 77K for pre-check of critical current and then had been warmed up to room temperature at KERI. The stress-strain curve was analyzed in our preceding work by using the residual strain (~0.12%) of Bi2223 filaments [15]. Silver is yielded in compression at \( \varepsilon_T = 0 \) % and is yielded in tension at \( \varepsilon_T = 0.05 \) %. Ag alloy deforms elastically up to \( \varepsilon_T = 0.12 \) %, at which Ag alloy is yielded in tension. Thus, all constituents of Ag, Ag alloy and Bi2223 filaments deform elastically in the range of \( 0 < \varepsilon_T < 0.05 \) % (Stage I), Ag alloy and Bi2223 filaments deform elastically but Ag deforms plastically in the range of \( 0.05 < \varepsilon_T < 0.12 \) % (Stage II), and only Bi2223 filaments deform elastically in the range of \( 0.12 < \varepsilon_T \) (Stage III).

In Stage III, cracking of filaments initiates and the number of cracked filaments increase with increasing applied tensile strain. With further increasing applied tensile strain (\( \varepsilon_T > 0.25 \) % in the present sample (Fig.5(a)), the sample deforms at nearly constant stress, where the loss of stress-bearing capacity due to multiple cracking of filaments (once-cracked filaments are continually cracked in other cross-sections) is balanced with the strain hardening-induced increase in stress carrying capacity of the Ag and Ag alloy [7, 15, 17].

The filament cracking initiates in advance of such a stress-constant stage [7, 14, 17]. The stress-strain range, covering the cracking- initiation and -evolution stages and part of multiple cracking stage, is shown with a rectangle (Fig.5(a)). In this strain range, the cracked filaments cause reduction in Young’s modulus and hence cause reduction in slope of the stress-strain curve. The variation of the slope \( d\sigma_T/d\varepsilon_T \) with strain \( \varepsilon_T \) is shown in Fig.5(b). \( \varepsilon_T \) is expressed as \( \varepsilon_T = \varepsilon_{Bi2223} - \varepsilon_r \). At \( \varepsilon_T = 0 \) %, the strain of the Bi2223 filaments \( \varepsilon_{Bi2223} \) is equal to \( \varepsilon_r \) (compressive and therefore negative [7, 13, 15, 17]). With increasing \( \varepsilon_T \), \( \varepsilon_{Bi2223} \) becomes zero at \( \varepsilon_T = -\varepsilon_r \) and becomes \( \varepsilon_f \) (fracture strain of bare filaments) at \( \varepsilon_T = \varepsilon_f - \varepsilon_r \). Thus, \( \varepsilon_{f,1} - \varepsilon_r \) (= the strain at initiation of filament cracking) can be estimated from the tensile strain \( \varepsilon_T \) at which the reduction in slope initiates. Here, it is noted that the strain hardening rate of the
plastically deforming Ag and Ag alloy decreases gradually with increasing strain, which is a common feature of ductile metals. The slight decrease in slope up to $\varepsilon_{T}=0.21\%$ in Fig.5(b) is attributed to this phenomenon [17]. Beyond $\varepsilon_{T}=0.21\%$, the slope decreases sharply, due to the cracking of filaments. Thus, $\varepsilon_{l,1}-\varepsilon_{r}$ is estimated to be 0.21 %, as shown in Fig.5(b). $\varepsilon_{f,2}-\varepsilon_{r}$ (= the strain at which all filaments come to be cracked in a cross-section where cracking of filaments is most advanced) can be estimated from the tensile strain $\varepsilon_{T}$ at which the slope reaches zero, respectively. Thus, $\varepsilon_{f,1}$ is estimated to be 0.25 %, as shown in Fig.5(b). As $\varepsilon_{r}$ is –0.12% in the present sample [15], $\varepsilon_{f,1}$ and $\varepsilon_{f,2}$ are estimated to be 0.09 % and 0.13 %, respectively.

From the results above, the following three regions can be distinguished, as shown in Fig.5(b): Region 0 (non-damaged region) with the $\varepsilon_{Bi2223}$ range of $\varepsilon_{Bi2223} \leq \varepsilon_{f,1}$, existing in the tensile strain range of $\varepsilon_{T} \leq \varepsilon_{l,1}-\varepsilon_{r}$, Region 1 (partially damaged region where cracked and non-cracked filaments co-exist) with the $\varepsilon_{Bi2223}$ range of $\varepsilon_{l,1} \leq \varepsilon_{Bi2223} \leq \varepsilon_{l,2}$, existing in the tensile strain range of $\varepsilon_{l,1}-\varepsilon_{r} \leq \varepsilon_{T} \leq \varepsilon_{l,2}-\varepsilon_{r}$, and Region 2 (seriously damaged region where multiple cracking of Bi2223 filaments occurs) with the $\varepsilon_{Bi2223}$ range of $\varepsilon_{l,2} \leq \varepsilon_{Bi2223}$, existing in the tensile strain range of $\varepsilon_{l,2}-\varepsilon_{r} \leq \varepsilon_{T}$.

4.2 Formulation of the damage evolution in the core

The Bi2223 filamentary composite is composed of the sheath of Ag alloy and the core in which the filaments are bundled into Ag. Figure 6(a) shows the micrograph of the transverse cross-section of the sample, in which the thickness direction is three times magnified from the as-observed one as to show clearly the shape of the core. The boundary of the core is shown with a broken curve. Figure 6(b) shows the schematic representation of the geometry of the transverse cross-section. $W_{core}$ and $t$ are the width of the core and thickness of the sample, which have been measured to be 3.90 mm and 0.23 mm, respectively. The width and thickness directions of the composite tape are taken to be as $x$ and $y$, respectively, and the center of the composite tape as $x=y=0$. The core boundary $y_{core}$ (ABCDEFGHA) is expressed as a function of $x$ with the following 9th order polynomials [25]. The length unit is millimeters.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CDE: } y_{core} & = 0.0660214 - 0.0405173x + 1.03050x^2 - 4.05239x^3 \\
& + 8.94014x^4 - 12.6431x^5 + 11.3895x^6 - 6.22952x^7 \\
& + 1.87094x^8 - 0.235769x^9 & \text{ for } 0 \leq x \leq 1.95 \\
\text{ABC: symmetry with EDC with respect to } x=0 \\
\text{AHGFE: symmetry with ABCDE with respect to } y=0
\end{align*}
\]

(2)
The maximum value of $y_{\text{core, max}}$, at B and D in Fig. 6(b) was 0.101 mm. Under the application of bending strain $\varepsilon_B$, when $\varepsilon_B$ reaches the irreversible bending strain $\varepsilon_{B,\text{irr}}$, damage of Bi2223 filaments takes place first at $y = y_{\text{core, max}}$. Beyond $\varepsilon_{B,\text{irr}}$, the damage front extends towards $y = 0$ (neutral axis) with increasing $\varepsilon_B$, resulting in reduction in critical current. At a given $\varepsilon_B (> \varepsilon_{B,\text{irr}})$, the bending strain-induced tensile strain varies largely along the sample thickness direction $y$ and hence non-damaged- , partially damaged- and seriously damaged regions appear, as follows.

As noted in Subsection 2.1, the present sample is damaged only in the tensile side ($0 < y$) within the bending strain range $0 \sim 0.83\%$ [15, 25]. Under the application of bending strain ($\varepsilon_B \leq 0.83\%$), the relation among $y$-coordinate, bending strain $\varepsilon_B$, sample thickness $t$ and the strain $\varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}}$ of the filaments in longitudinal direction under bending strain is expressed as [14, 16, 17]

$$\varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}} = \varepsilon_B y/(t/2) + \varepsilon_t \quad (3)$$

Though Eq.(3) is not rigid, it has been shown that, by using Eq.(3), experimental results of $I_c-\varepsilon_B$ relation for many different fabrication route samples can be described successfully [14-17, 24-26]. Equation (3) is a useful tool practically.

$\varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}}$ increases with increasing $y$ from $\varepsilon_t (= -0.12\%)$ at $y = 0$ to $\varepsilon_B + \varepsilon_t$ at $y = t/2$. As has been shown in Subsection 4.1, Bi2223 filaments are cracked first at $\varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}} = \varepsilon_{t,1} = 0.09\%$ and are cracked seriously at $\varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}} = \varepsilon_{t,2} = 0.13\%$ under tensile strain. Noting the $y$-positions at $\varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}} = \varepsilon_{t,1}$ and $\varepsilon_{t,2}$ as $y_1$ and $y_2$, respectively, we can obtain the $y_1$- and $y_2$-values for a given $\varepsilon_B$ by substituting $\varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}} = \varepsilon_{t,1} = 0.09\%$ and $\varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}} = \varepsilon_{t,2} = 0.13\%$, respectively, together with the sample thickness $t = 0.23$ mm and $\varepsilon_t = -0.12\%$, into Eq.(3), as schematically shown in Fig.6(c). The damage situation in the core in the transverse cross-section is shown in Fig.6(b).

The extent of damage in the core is dependent on $y$-position; the regions locating in $-y_{\text{core, max}} \leq y \leq y_1$, $y_1 \leq y \leq y_2$ and $y_2 \leq y \leq y_{\text{core, max}}$ are non-damaged, partially-damaged and seriously-damaged, respectively. Thus, under bending strain, Regions 0, 1 and 2, observed under tensile strain (Fig.5(b)), also appear, and are characterized as follows.

*In Region 0 (non-damaged region locating in $-y_{\text{core, max}} \leq y \leq y_1$), as the $\varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}}$ is lower than $\varepsilon_{t,1}$, all filaments transport current and critical current is retained.

*In Region 1 (partially-damaged region locating in $y_1 \leq y \leq y_2$), as $\varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}}$ is higher than $\varepsilon_{t,1}$ and lower than $\varepsilon_{t,2}$, cracked and non-cracked filaments co-exist and hence critical current is recued.
In Region 2 (seriously-damaged region locating in \( y_2 \leq y \leq y_{\text{core, max}} \)), as \( \varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}} \) is higher than \( \varepsilon_{\text{f,2}} \), all filaments are cracked and critical current is almost zero.

It is noted that the bending strains \( \varepsilon_{\text{B,1}} \) and \( \varepsilon_{\text{B,2}} \), at which Regions 1 and 2 appear, are given by \( (\varepsilon_{\text{f,1}} - \varepsilon_r)/\{y_{\text{core, max}}/(t/2)\} \) and \( (\varepsilon_{\text{f,2}} - \varepsilon_r)/\{y_{\text{core, max}}/(t/2)\} \), respectively, from Eq.(3). Substituting \( \varepsilon_{\text{f,1}} - \varepsilon_r = 0.21 \% \), \( \varepsilon_{\text{f,2}} - \varepsilon_r = 0.25 \% \), \( t = 0.23 \) mm and \( y_{\text{core, max}} = 0.10 \) mm into these relations, we have \( \varepsilon_{\text{B,1}} = 0.24 \% \) and \( \varepsilon_{\text{B,2}} = 0.28 \% \). \( \varepsilon_{\text{B,1}} = 0.24 \% \) corresponds to the irreversible bending strain \( \varepsilon_{\text{B,irr}} \). Thus, only Region 0 exists in the bending strain range of \( \varepsilon_{\text{B}} \leq \varepsilon_{\text{B,1}}(0.24 \%) \), Regions 0 and 1 co-exist in the bending strain range of \( \varepsilon_{\text{B,1}}(0.24 \%) \leq \varepsilon_{\text{B}} \leq \varepsilon_{\text{B,2}}(0.28 \%) \) and all Regions 0, 1 and 2 co-exists in the bending strain range of \( \varepsilon_{\text{B}} \geq 0.28 \% \) (\( \varepsilon_{\text{B,2}} \)).

Noting the cross-sectional area of the core as \( S_{\text{core}} = 0.66 \) mm\(^2 \) [25]), the cross-sectional areas of Regions 0, 1 and 2 as \( \Delta S_0 \), \( \Delta S_1 \) and \( \Delta S_2 \), respectively, the \( x \)-coordinates at the cross-points of \( y_{\text{core}} \) (Eq.(1)) with \( y_1 \) as \( -x_1 \) and \( x_1 \), and the \( x \)-coordinates at the cross-points of \( y_{\text{core}} \) with \( y_2 \) as \( -x_2 \) and \( x_2 \), as shown in Fig.6(b), we can calculate \( \Delta S_0/S_{\text{core}}, \Delta S_1/S_{\text{core}} \) and \( \Delta S_2/S_{\text{core}} \) by,

\[
\Delta S_0/S_{\text{core}} = 0.5 + \left\{ \int_{-y_{\text{core, 1}}}^{y_{\text{core, 1}}} y_{\text{core}} \, dx + 2x_1y_1 + \int_{x_1}^{y_{\text{core, 1}}} y_{\text{core}} \, dx \right\} / S_{\text{core}}
\]

(4)

\[
\Delta S_1/S_{\text{core}} = \left\{ \int_{-x_1}^{y_{\text{core, 1}}} (y_{\text{core}} - y_1) \, dx + 2x_2(y_{2} - y_1) + \int_{x_2}^{y_{\text{core, 1}}} (y_{\text{core}} - y_1) \, dx \right\} / S_{\text{core}}
\]

(5)

\[
\Delta S_2/S_{\text{core}} = \int_{-x_2}^{y_{\text{core}}} (y_{\text{core}} - y_2) \, dx / S_{\text{core}}
\]

(6)

Figure 7(a) shows the tensile strain \( \varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}} \) of filaments calculated by Eq.(3) as a function of the normalized \( y \)-position with respect to the half thickness of the sample, \( y/(t/2) \), at a bending strain of \( \varepsilon_{\text{B}}=0.66 \% \) as an example. As \( \varepsilon_{\text{f,1}} \) and \( \varepsilon_{\text{f,2}} \) were 0.09 \% and 0.13 \%, respectively, the corresponding \( y_1/(t/2) \) and \( y_2/(t/2) \) were 0.32 and 0.38, respectively. The \( y_{\text{core, max}}/(t/2) \) was 0.88. Thus, at \( \varepsilon_{\text{B}}=0.66 \% \), Regions 0, 1 and 2 were in the range of \( -0.88 \leq y/(t/2) \leq 0.32 \), \( 0.32 \leq y/(t/2) \leq 0.38 \) and \( 0.38 \leq y/(t/2) \leq 0.88 \), respectively. The solid curve in Fig.7(b) shows the cumulative cross-sectional area \( S/S_{\text{core}} \) of the core integrated from \( y/(t/2) = -y_{\text{core, max}}/(t/2) = -0.88 \) to \( y/(t/2) \) as a function of \( y/(t/2) \). The \( S/S_{\text{core}} \) values at \( y_1/(t/2) = 0.32 \) and \( y_2/(t/2) = 0.38 \) were 0.71 and 0.75, respectively. The fractions of cross-sectional area of Region 0 (\( \Delta S_0/S_{\text{core}}=0.71 \)), Region 1 (\( \Delta S_1/S_{\text{core}}=0.04 \)) and Region 2 (\( \Delta S_2/S_{\text{core}}=0.25 \)) in the specimen bent by \( \varepsilon_{\text{B}}=0.66 \% \) are also shown in Fig.7(b). In this way, by using the \( \varepsilon_{\text{f,1}} \) and \( \varepsilon_{\text{f,2}} \) values obtained from the
tensile stress-strain curve, the area fraction of each Region is calculated when a bending strain is given.

Figure 8 shows the calculated change in fraction of cross-sectional area of Region 0 \( \Delta S_0/S_{\text{core}} \), Region 1 \( \Delta S_1/S_{\text{core}} \) and Region 2 \( \Delta S_2/S_{\text{core}} \) as a function of bending strain \( \varepsilon_B \). In the bending strain range up to \( \varepsilon_B = \varepsilon_{B,1} (=\varepsilon_{B,\text{irr}} = 0.24 \%) \) where filaments are not cracked, \( \Delta S_0/S_{\text{core}} \) remains 1(unity). Only Region 0 exists. Region 1 appears at \( \varepsilon_B = \varepsilon_{B,1} = 0.24 \% \) and then Region 2 appears at \( \varepsilon_B = \varepsilon_{B,2} = 0.28 \% \). The calculation results in Fig.8 shows that the fraction of cross-sectional area of Region 1, \( \Delta S_1/S_{\text{core}} \), is small, being less than 0.07, in the whole bending strain range calculated, while that of Region 2, \( \Delta S_2/S_{\text{core}} \), increases with increasing \( \varepsilon_B \) and reaches around 0.30 at \( \varepsilon_B = 0.83 \% \).

4.3 Estimation of current amount transported by each region

The core is composed of parallel circuit of Regions 0, 1 and 2. Noting the critical current and \( n \)-value of Region \( i \) (\( i = 0, 1 \) and 2) as \( I_{c,i} \) and \( n_i \), respectively, we can express the total current \( I \) as

\[
I = \sum_{i=0}^{2} I_{c,i} (\Delta S_i / S_{\text{core}})(V / LE_c)^{1/n_i} \quad (7)
\]

The current \( I_i \) transported by Region \( i \) is calculated by

\[
I_i = I_{c,i} (\Delta S_i / S_{\text{core}})(V / LE_c)^{1/n_i} \quad (8)
\]

As the values of \( \Delta S_0/S_{\text{core}} \), \( \Delta S_1/S_{\text{core}} \) and \( \Delta S_2/S_{\text{core}} \) at various bending strains have been obtained as shown in Fig.8, \( V-I \) curves of the specimen and of each region can be calculated with Eqs.(7) and (8) when the \( I_{c,i} \)- and \( n_i \)- values characterizing Region \( i \) are given. In this work, \( I_{c,0} \) and \( n_0 \) for Region 0 were taken to be 70 A and 18 from the average critical current and average \( n \)-value measured at \( \varepsilon_B = 0 \% \), respectively. For Region 1, half of the critical current of the non-damaged state was taken as \( I_{c,1} \) (35 A). The corresponding \( n \)-value, \( n_1 \), was taken to be 6 from the measured \( n-I_c \) relation under tensile strain (Fig.4). For Region 2, \( I_{c,2} \) and \( n_2 \) were taken to be 2.5 A and 2.9, respectively, from the lowest set of \( I_c \) and \( n \)-values measured under tensile stress (Fig.4).

Figure 9(a) shows the calculated current of Regions 0 \( (I_0) \), 1 \( (I_1) \) and 2 \( (I_2) \) with increasing total current \( I \) at \( \varepsilon_B = 0.66 \% \) as an example. All of \( I_0, I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) increased with total current \( I \) and hence with increasing voltage \( V \). It is noted that, at any \( I \) (and \( V \)), the \( I_0 \) was far higher than \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \). For instance, the critical current \( I_c \) \( (I \text{ at } E= L/V = 1 \mu V/cm) \) in this example was 51 A. The values of \( I_0, I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) at \( E=1 \mu V/cm \) were 49 A,
1.4 A and 0.6 A, respectively. In order to examine whether the same feature is found or not at any bending strain, the variations in $I_0/I_c$, $I_1/I_c$ and $I_2/I_c$ with bending strain $\varepsilon_B$ were calculated. The result is shown in Fig.9(b). The $I_0/I_c$ was higher than 0.95 in the whole bending strain range calculated. The reason for this is attributed to the following features. (i) In Region 1, the fraction of cross-sectional area ($\Delta S_1/S_{core}$) is very small, being less than several percent of the total area of the core (Fig.8), and also the ability of current transportation, $I_{c,1}$, is low due to cracked filaments. Accordingly, the product $I_{c,1}(\Delta S_1/S_{core})$ is far smaller than $I_{c,0}(\Delta S_0/S_{core})$. (ii) In Region 2, the fraction of cross-sectional area ($\Delta S_2/S_{core}$) increases largely in contrast to that of Region 1 (Fig.8) but its contribution to overall current is small since the ability of current transportation, $I_{c,2}$, is very low due to the severe damage of filaments and hence $I_{c,2}(\Delta S_2/S_{core})$ is far smaller than $I_{c,0}(\Delta S_0/S_{core})$.

In this way, current is transported almost by Region 0 despite the co-existence of Regions 0, 1 and 2. However, as shown below, the slight decrease in $n$-value with $\varepsilon_B$ (Fig.2(b)) cannot be accounted for if the contribution of either or both of Regions 1 and 2 are neglected.

4.4 Comparison of the $I_c$–$\varepsilon_B$, $n$–$\varepsilon_B$ and $n$–$I_c$ relations obtained by the present modeling analysis with experimental results

In order to examine the influence of Regions 0, 1 and 2 on $I_c$ and $n$-value, the following Models were used.

*Model 0+1+2: All Regions 0, 1 and 2 were incorporated in calculation of Eq.(7). The calculation results by this model reflect the superimposed influences of all Regions. In order to distinguish the influence of each Region on $I_c$- and $n$-values, the following Models were additionally used.

*Model 0: As shown in Fig.9(a), the currents at $E = V/L = 0.1, 1$ and $10 \mu V/cm$ are determined mostly by Region 0. Based on this result, as a first approximation, the contribution only of Region 0 was calculated by neglecting the contribution of Regions 1 and 2. In this model, $I_{c,1}$ and $I_{c,2}$ were set to be zero in calculation of Eq.(7).

*Model 0+1: In order to detect the influence of Region 1 on the result of Model 0, the contribution of Region 2 was neglected by setting $I_{c,2} = 0$ in calculation of Eq.(7).

*Model 0+2: In order to detect the influence of Region 2 on the result of Model 0, the contribution of Region 1 was neglected by setting $I_{c,1} = 0$ in calculation of Eq.(7).

Substituting the values of $I_{c,i}$ and $n_i$ ($i=1,2$ and 3) stated above for each model and the values of $\Delta S_i/S_{core}$ at each bending strain $\varepsilon_B$ (Fig.8) into Eq.(7), $V$–$I$ curve at each bending strain was calculated, from which $I_c$ and $n$-value at each bending strain were
obtained with the same criteria as in experiment. The calculated $I_c-\varepsilon_B$ relation, $n-\varepsilon_B$ relation and correlation of $n$-value to $I_c$ are shown in Fig.10 where the experimental results (average $I_c$ and $n$-value at each bending strain) are also shown for comparison. The following features are read from Fig.10.

(i) The experimental result on change in $I_c$ values with $\varepsilon_B$ is described satisfactorily by all Models (Fig.10(a)). This result is attributed to the significant contribution of Region 0 which transports current more than around 95% of total current at any $\varepsilon_B$ (Fig.9(b)). The contributions of Regions 1 and 2 to $I_c$-values were minor, due to small cross-sectional area of Region 1 and due to almost lost superconductivity of Region 2.

(ii) The experimental result on change in $n$-value with $\varepsilon_B$ (Fig.10(b)) and on $n-I_c$ relation (Fig.10(c)) cannot be described by Model 0 that leads to no change in $n$-value. Model 0 is useful for description of change in $I_c$ with $\varepsilon_B$ due to the reason mentioned in (i) above but not for description of damage-induced change in $n$-value.

(iii) Model 0+1 describes the slight decrease in $n$-value in relatively high $I_c$ range (low $\varepsilon_B$ range), where the extent of damage is low and only Region 1 exists. In the narrow $\varepsilon_B$ range (0~0.3% in which irreversible bending strain $\varepsilon_{B,\text{irr}}=0.24\%$ is included), this model is useful for description of $n$-value, but not for higher $\varepsilon_B$ range where Region 2 appears. It is noted that, though Region 1 transports only small portion (less than 4%) of the current (Fig.9(b)), it acts to reduce $n$-value (Fig.10(b,c)). The slight increase in $n$-value with increasing $\varepsilon_B$ in this model is attributed to the decrease in $\Delta S_1/S_{\text{core}}$ at high $\varepsilon_B$ range (Fig.8).

(iv) The calculation result of Model 0+2 shows that, while Region 2 transports current very little (Fig.9(b)), it acts to reduce $n$-value as well as Region 1 (Fig.10(b,c)). Model 0+2 describes the trend of decrease in $n$-value with $\varepsilon_B$ in the relatively low $I_c$ range (high $\varepsilon_B$ range) but cannot describe the decrease in $n$-value in low $\varepsilon_B$ range below $\varepsilon_{B,2}$ (0.28%) and also in the $\varepsilon_B$ range just beyond $\varepsilon_{B,2}$, for instance at $\varepsilon_B=0.34\%$. Also, the $n$-value calculated by this model is slightly higher than the experimental results in the whole range of $\varepsilon_B$. In this way, both Model 0+1 and Model 0+2 cannot fully describe the change in $n$-value with $\varepsilon_B$ and $n-I_c$ relation.

(v) Model 0+1+2 describes satisfactorily the decrease in $n$-value with $\varepsilon_B$ in the whole $\varepsilon_B$ range investigated (Fig.10(a,b)) and the slight decrease in $n$-value with decreasing $I_c$ (Fig.10(c)). This means that superimposed influences of both Region 1 and Region 2 contribute to the damage-induced decrease in $n$-value.

In the present work, a model composed of three regions (Regions 0, 1 and 2) was used as a first step for description of $I_c-\varepsilon_B$, $n-\varepsilon_B$ and $n-I_c$ relations of bent-damaged
Bi2223 tape. The approach was rough but could describe the experimental results satisfactorily. When modified as to include more regions with different extent of damage, it could be refined, and could be a useful tool for prediction especially of $n$-$\sigma_B$ and $n-\mathcal{I}_c$ relations from the tensile data (tensile stress-strain curve, and $\mathcal{I}_c$- and $n$-values measured under tensile strain).

4. Conclusions

(1) The $n$-value of the bent-damaged Bi2223 filamentary composite tape decreased rather slightly with increasing bending strain and with decreasing critical current, in comparison with that of tension-damaged tape.

(2) To describe the experimental result above, a damage evolution model, which combines the steep tensile strain-variation along the thickness direction, shape of the core and the damage strain parameters obtained by the analysis of the tensile stress-strain curve, was proposed.

(3) The measured change in $n$-value and critical current with bending strain and the relation of $n$-value to critical current were described satisfactorily by the present approach.

(4) While the current is changed mainly by the decrease in cross-sectional area of the non-damaged region, the $n$-value is changed by co-existent non-damaged-, partially damaged- and seriously damaged regions.
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Figure Captions

Fig.1 Schematic representation of the test specimen, constituting of 6 sections (S1 to S6) with a length $L=1$ cm. 1 to 7 show the positions of the voltage probes. Critical current and $n$-value were measured for each section.

Fig.2 Change in (a) critical current $I_c$ and (b) $n$-value with bending strain $\varepsilon_B$. In this experiment, bending strain $\varepsilon_B$ was given at room temperature and bent specimen was cooled down to 77 K at which $I_c$- and $n$-values were measured.

Fig.3 Change in (a) critical current $I_c$ and (b) $n$-value with tensile stress $\sigma_T$. In this experiment, tensile stress $\sigma_T$ was given at 77 K and $I_c$- and $n$-values were subsequently measured at 77 K.

Fig.4 Comparison of the relation of $n$-value to critical current $I_c$ measured under bending strain with that measured under tensile stress $\sigma_T$, where the data under bending strain $\varepsilon_B=0$–0.83% and the data under tensile stress were taken from Figs.2 and 3, respectively. The data under bending strain at $\varepsilon_B=1.0\%$, measured for the same sample with the same procedure as in the present work, were taken from our former work [24].

Fig.5 Tensile stress-strain behavior of the composite tape at room temperature. (a) shows the tensile stress($\sigma_T$)–strain($\varepsilon_T$) curve at $\varepsilon_T=0$–0.3%. The curve and the strains at yielding of Ag (0.05%) and Ag alloy (0.12%) were taken from our preceding work [14]. Stage I, Stage II and Stage III refer to the deformation stages where Ag, Ag alloy and Bi2223 filaments deform elastically, Ag alloy and Bi2223 filaments deform elastically but Ag deforms plastically, and only Bi2223 filaments deform elastically, respectively. Damage (cracking of filaments) initiates and evolves in the range surrounded by the rectangle in Stage III. (b) shows the change in slope $\sigma_T/\varepsilon_T$ with tensile strain $\varepsilon_T$, obtained from the stress-strain curve in the range surrounded by the rectangle in (a), and the estimated values of $\varepsilon_T, \varepsilon_T, \varepsilon_T, \varepsilon_T$ and $\varepsilon_T$. Region 0, Region II and Region III refer to the non-damaged, partially damaged and seriously damaged regions, respectively.

Fig.6 Damage evolution in the core. (a) shows the optical micrograph, in which the thickness direction is 3 times magnified from the as-observed one. The scales (200 $\mu$m and 600 $\mu$m) are given in actual length. The broken curve shows the boundary of the core in which Bi2223 filaments are bundled into. (b) Schematic representation of the
shape of the core. (c) Schematic representation of the relation of $y$ to the tensile strain $\varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}}$ of Bi2223 filaments in composite tape. In (b) and (c), $y_1$ and $y_2$ refer to the $y$-coordinates at $\varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}}=\varepsilon_{\text{f,1}}$ and $\varepsilon_{\text{f,2}}$, respectively. Region 0 ($-y_{\text{core, max}} < y < y_1$), Region 1 ($y_1 < y < y_2$) and Region 2 ($y_2 < y < y_{\text{core, max}}$) refer to the non-damaged-, partially damaged- and seriously damaged- regions in the core, respectively.

Fig.7 (a) Strain $\varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}}$ of Bi2223 filaments in the composite tape as a function of $y$-position normalized with respect to $t/2$, $y/(t/2)$, and the ranges of Regions 0, 1 and 2, in the specimen bent by $\varepsilon_B = 0.66 \%$, where $y/(t/2) = 0$, $y_1/(t/2)$ and $y_2/(t/2)$ refer to the normalized $y$-position at $\varepsilon_{\text{Bi2223}} = \varepsilon_{\text{f}}(-0.12 \%)$, $\varepsilon_{\text{f},1}(0.09 \%)$ and $\varepsilon_{\text{f},2}$ (0.13 %), respectively. (b) Cumulative cross-sectional area $S/S_{\text{core}}$ of the core integrated from $y/(t/2) = -y_{\text{core, max}}/(t/2) = -0.88$ to $y/(t/2)$ as a function of $y/(t/2)$ and the fractions of the cross-sectional area of Regions 0 ($\Delta S_0/S_{\text{core}}$), Region 1 ($\Delta S_1/S_{\text{core}}$) and Region 2 ($\Delta S_2/S_{\text{core}}$) in the specimen bent by $\varepsilon_B = 0.66 \%$.

Fig.8 Change in fraction of cross-sectional area of Region 0 ($\Delta S_0/S_{\text{core}}$), Region 1 ($\Delta S_1/S_{\text{core}}$) and Region 2 ($\Delta S_2/S_{\text{core}}$) with increasing bending strain $\varepsilon_B$.

Fig.9 (a) Calculated current of Region 0 ($I_0$), Region 1 ($I_1$) and Region 2 ($I_2$) with increasing total current $I$ at $\varepsilon_B = 0.66 \%$ as an example. (b) Calculated variation in $I_0/I_c$, $I_0/I_c$ and $I_2/I_c$ with bending strain $\varepsilon_B$.

Fig.10 Comparison of the calculated (a) $I_c-\varepsilon_B$, (b) $n-\varepsilon_B$ and (c) $n-I_c$ relations by Model 0, Model 0+1, Model 0+2 and Model 0+1+2 with experimental results.
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